Make your repository the core of
your research information system
Our Solutions
MODULES
DSpace-CRIS

DSPACE

CRIS

As an ofﬁcial service provider of DSpace, Cineca provides professional consultancy, customized development, installation, training and maintenance
services for your institution's DSpace repository. Cineca has expertise in integrating DSpace with authentication and authorization systems, extending
DSpace features, migrating databases and resolving problems. Cineca assists
your institution’s developers, administrators and researchers to get familiar
with the system in short time. Flexible assistance packages maximize your
cost efﬁciency: video conference training courses and dedicated on-site training programs.

IRIS
CINECA’s best-of-breed CRIS solution. IRIS has considerably extended the
CRIS model and its functionality. The experience of collaborating and architecting DSpace-CRIS with international partners, sitting as advisors on several international standards boards, and taking feedback from, and giving user
education to all players in the research ecosystem (researchers, controllers,
project managers, librarians, funders, etc.) has uniquely allowed CINECA to do
this. This extended functionality allows full description of all research entities (people, publications, patents, projects, funding, etc).

IR Institutional repository

RM Resource management

AP Activities & Projects

ES Expertise and Skills

The repository collects your organizations’ research outputs and preserves them in your database for dissemination, analysis and retrieve. It can
capture bibliographics and bibliometrics data from commercial and
public databases. The repository complies with European standard data
model for research information CERIF
(the Common European Research
Information Format) and it is closely
integrated with ORCID.

The Resource Management module
collects the data of the
organizational resources involved in
each stage of the research lifecycle.
The resources may include researchers, groups, skills, instruments,
laboratories and ﬁnancial assets.
Administrative UI to manage the
single entity or bulk import and edit
via excel ﬁle.

Collects information on projects,
contracts, collaborations, partnerships, scientiﬁc initiatives and other
research activities. It allows to highlight scientiﬁc value, partnerships and
collaborations and to connect
them with research resources.

Exposes public information on
projects, contracts, collaborations,
partnerships, scientiﬁc initiatives and
other research activities. It allows to
highlight scientiﬁc value, partnerships and collaborations and to connect them with research resources
respecting the conﬁdentiality of certain information.

Optimized backend functionalities for
both researchers and repository staff.
It better supports large organization
providing role based authorizations,
easy monitoring and reliable audit
system.

Prebuild connectors to easy connect
IRIS with your institutions’ legacy
systems: from messaging queue for near
realtime sincronization to intermediate
database.

Supports the project lifecycle implementing the business process from
the proposal phase to the
post-award.

Using data mining technologies on
abstract and fulltext automatically
categorizes the research outputs,
expertise and services.

ER Evaluation & Review

DURASPACE

Dedicated to support the process of
research and scientiﬁc evaluation
based on performance indicators and
data analysis. It can support both
internal evaluation cycles and external initiatives (e.g. national assessment).

ORCIDHUB

ORCID

HUB

The ORCID HUB is an open source infrastructure implemented by
Cineca that simpliﬁes the integration of multiple ORCID applications. The Hub is designed originally for national initiatives, but it
can also be adopted for institutions with numerous and complicate
applications to be integrated with ORCID. The Hub provides a dashboard for single researcher to authorize and monitor the applications
to communicate with her ORCID proﬁle. Massive data updating and
Reporting are provided for administrators and managers to easily
have an up-to-date and panoramic view of ORCID data.

Build your organization’s own data warehouse in a predeﬁned way. Precise raw data of
research outputs are captured at the ﬁrst
step, submitted by their authors. External
data sources are widely retrieved in the submission process to reduce typing effort and
to ensure consistency.
Collect research related resources and assets
information. Integrated with your organization’s legacy system, IRIS seamlessly synchronizes the data changes initiated from
other systems. Collect researchers’ proﬁle,
curriculum,
publications,
researching
keywords and collaboration activities.

AGGREGATE

Submissions are veriﬁed and controlled
by customized “validation” ﬂow to guarantee the metadata cleanness and to
comply with DRM policy in case of
full-text contents. The validation ﬂow
streamlines the process and effectively
avoids double or missing validation for
each single submission. Duplicate submissions can be detected proactively and
asked to resolve before entering the database. The system supports Co-authorship by showing the same output in all
coauthors’ publication lists once it is claimed and veriﬁed.

VALIDATE

IDENTIFY

Associate researchers with their ORCID to
reduce name ambiguity and digitally
identify each researchers. Taking advantage of this digital identiﬁcation, researchers can easily retrieve/import their publications from ORCID system. Integrated
with Thomson Reuters ResearcherID,
SCOPUS author ID.
Identify expertise in given researching
ﬁeld, build collaboration network of a researcher.

ANALYZE

EVALUATE

Provides a consolidated result for the research managers to monitor the progress
of activities and projects, to benchmark
their researches against peers and to
make evidence-based decisions.
Statistics and multidimensional reports
can be generated for the public, researchers, departments and institutions.
Number of publications, Citation counts,
impact factor and geographical location
of visitors can be gathered and reported
in different scenarios. Analysis results can
be exported in different formats: Microsoft Excel, Adobe PDF, CSV, XML, RTF and
TAB ﬁles.

Our Services
As an ofﬁcial service provider of DSpace, Cineca provides professional
consultancy, customized development, installation, training and maintenance services for your institution's DSpace repository. Cineca has expertise in integrating DSpace with authentication and authorization systems,
extending DSpace features, migrating databases and resolving problems.
Cineca assists your institution’s developers, administrators and researchers to get familiar with the system in short time. Flexible assistance
packages maximize your cost efﬁciency: video conference training courses and dedicated on-site training programs.

TECHNOLOGIES & ARCHITECTURE
AUTHENTICATION &
AUTHORIZATION

Shibboleth | CAS Spring | Security

PRESENTATION LAYER

HTML | css | jQuery

BUSINESS LOGIC LAYER

Spring Core & MVC | Java | Apache Solr Search Engine |
Carrot 2 search Engine | DSpace Open Archive System |
Pentaho Business Intelligence | Saiku Business Intelligence |
Jasper Business Intelligence

PERSISTENCE LAYER

HIBERNATE framework | FedoraCommons preservation

DATA BASE

ORACLE database | Postgre SQL

DISSEMINATE

Comprehensive evaluation on the performance of internal department can be performed. National assessment campaign
becomes less costly, more efﬁcient and
more reliable due to consolidated, uniform and accurate data of institutions.
IRIS has supported the Italian national
research assessment campaign VQR (Evaluation of Research Quality) held by MIUR
(Italian Ministry of Education, Universities
and Research).

Construct a public portal for your organization to showcase the recent achievements and to maximize impacts. The
public portal demonstrates the organization’s
latest research outputs and
on-going projects, attracts top researchers, secure funding and promotes collaborations.
Build researcher’s homepage containing
his biographic info, publications, collaboration networks, projects and grants. Researchers can personalize the contents
and formats of their homepage easily.
The homepage practices better SEO.
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